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New Life of Dead Worlds
By Matthew Wilson

I have swum the crystal lakes of Io
Ice melted by rockets to the south
Since overpopulation moved man here
No chance to live from hand to mouth.

The locals were not pleased to see us
Devouring the first who lit the pyres
Who planted flags of distant countries
Then foolishly left the safety of the fires.

The silent stars watched with disinterest
As we made our home beside the rocks
This foul choking grey coloured sand
Which we hardened into walls and locks.

Next summer we will have a school here
Our parents hope the future’s worth all stakes
As we stay around the fire to frighten locals
And risk the shadows to swim crystal lakes.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Silence of the Rain
By SchiZ

So silent is the rain
As the black clouds darken the sky
The quietness in the house is
A whisper to my soul
As my words flow from my mind
There’s nothing holding them 
But the darkness of my home
While the whisper becomes a scream
And darker with every raindrop
I stay carefully watching in disappointment
Hoping for the sunlight tomorrow

Rondeau in Winter
By Margaret Saine

like a worm, was I wrapt round and round 
Edward Young

A feather on the
polished marble floor 
of the train station 
Unexpected beauty

Life in another room
blowing here and there
in a whirl of human steps
We are alive

Time of a hummingbird garden
the pulsating life of the freeways
in and under my veins
Unexpected beauty

The void of winter nights 
to cede and to contract
before the dim light 
We are alive

Brighter days to come
as we palpitate and sing
in the hope to carry on
Unexpected beauty

Sounds of blood enlivened 
by springs of welling swelling 
well-being and subsiding
We are alive

A lithesome music 
poised on the shores of silence
Unexpected beauty
We are alive

ENVOI

And all this happened
In a dream as words 
fell by the wayside
like chaff and tinsel

……………………………………………………………

Bibliophile
By Donna McCabe

I have to confess
I’m a bibliophile
I am a right lover of books
They have taken over all the house
In all the crannies and all the nooks
They’re stacked up all over the place
There’s not much room to move
But I can’t help but buy yet another book to read
It’s as if to myself I have something to prove.



Covid Christmas
By David M. Smith

Mrs Christmas carefully  refitted the front wheel to  her  BSA
Gold Star and wiped the grease off her hands. Then she lifted
the bike off the sitting room carpet and began to wheel it out to
the shed. Just then Claus reached the front door with Mr Green,
the Head Elf.

"Hello, Audrey", Father Christmas said. "How’s the
bike?"

"I’ve just finished. Have you settled your plans for
Christmas yet?"

"Mr  Green  and  I  were  just  talking  about  them.
We’ve settled on the new toys and they will be coming out of
the workshops any day now."

Mr Green nodded enthusiastically. 
"Nicky,  dear,"  she  admonished,  "I  meant  the  new

arrangements. It is going to be a very different Christmas this
year."

"Is it?" he asked. "I think it is all in hand."
"But, with Covid restrictions, there will have to be

lots of changes to procedures."
Father Christmas shook his head. "I don"t really see

why. You said yourself last year I must be pretty much immortal
so I don’t see how I can catch anything".

Audrey laughed. "Sadly we don’t know which bits
of you are immortal and which aren’t. Anyway, what I said was
that you were a physical manifestation of the concept of good
will and giving. That doesn’t necessarily make you immortal.
You started off  as ‘Sinta Klaas’ who was human and you’ve
acquired quite a lot of extra human characteristics since then.
We should err on the side of caution – you must think of the
children. Even if you’re okay, you might pass it on to them."

***

He was perplexed. What did she want him to do? He shook his
head in confusion.

"Look,"  she  said.  "There’s  a  mask  for  a  start.
Everybody has got to wear masks".

Both he and Mr Green laughed.
"Can you imagine fitting a mask on this beard?"
But,  Mr  Green  saw  the  expression  on  Mrs

Christmas’s face. 
"I’m sure," he purred, "that I could design something

suitable if  you think it  necessary and the Artisan Goblin can
make anything."

"Alright," she replied, "Get on with it. But then there
is also social distancing."

"But, Darling" Claus said. "I have to be able to talk
to the children if they awake."

"Well. It should really be called physical distancing.
You need to keep two metres away all the time."

"Oh.  I  guess  I  could  do  that,  but  some  of  those
bedrooms are pretty small." 

"We’ll manage, I’m sure," oozed Mr Green. 
"And, what about the Elves?" Audrey continued?
"We  don’t  know  that  Elves  are  susceptible,"  Mr

Green replied.

"Better  safe  than  sorry,"  she  continued.  "You’ll
have to redesign the sleigh if  you are taking the usual two
elves."

Mr Green bowed his head in agreement. "I"ll fix
it," he said. "Another job for the Artisan Goblin."

***

Outside, Father Christmas began to protest to his companion. 
"She has no sense of tradition," he told him. 
"We must adapt, sir, " the Head Elf replied. "After

all it is less than a century since you adopted the red clothes.
And, we really don’t want a domestic argument, do we?"

Claus reluctantly agreed and they made their way
to  the  workshops.  The  Artisan  Goblin  was  very  happy  to
modify  the  sleigh  but  wasn’t  sure  about  the  mask.  His
needlework wasn’t that good as his claws tended to get in the
way. However, when they consulted Woodridge and Floss, the
elves  who  normally  accompanied  Father  Christmas  on  the
sleigh,  Floss  volunteered  to  make  whatever  Mr  Green
designed.  She  also  offered  to  make  masks  for  herself  and
Woodridge. 

***

When  the  new  sleigh  was  ready  Mrs  Christmas  came  to
inspect it. She brought the Tooth Fairy with her as she had lots
of experience of visiting children’s bedrooms. The new sleigh
was longer and heavier than the old one but is seemed to work
and both Floss and Woodridge approved. It just meant they
could no longer sit side by side. The only trouble was that it
was rather heavy for the six reindeers to pull so Boffin, the
Chief Scientist was consulted. He went away to consider. 

***

Claus hated the mask but Audrey rather approved.
"But you can’t see my beard. Children have to see

my beard," Claus complained.
"Good  children  should  all  be  asleep,"  his  wife

replied. Mr Green coughed quietly.
"Well?" she said, turning to him.
"It fits very well. I’m sure it can be covered with a

suitable hair piece that will fit in with the natural beard."
Father  Christmas  harrumphed,  but  chose  not  to

argue. 
"Good." she replied. "Now all you have to do is

think of a way of sanitising the sleigh and the toys before you
deliver them."

***

Boffin realised straight away that sanitising it would be easy.
He  had  a  tank  fitted  to  the  back  and  ran  pipes  along  the
runners so that every time it  stopped sanitiser  was squirted
along the length of the sleigh and over the presents. However,
he had to think a lot about propelling the new sleigh. It wasn’t
that  much heavier  but  the  reindeer  already had  a  huge job
covering  the  world  in  one  night  with  all  those  toys.  What
could he do? Then the answer came to him. He worked out



what reindeer power would be needed to pull the new version
with the same ease as the old. It only needed one extra reindeer
and he had one spare. Rudolph. He discussed it with the Artisan
Goblin who had another idea.

***

Goblin  had  been  reading about  ‘virus  dogs’;  dogs trained  to
sniff out the virus. It seemed like a great idea. They didn’t have
any dogs at the North Pole, but they did have reindeer.

Mr Green wasn’t  sure. "Do reindeers have a good
sense of smell like dogs?" 

"I’ve  an  idea  about  that,  too,"  said  the  Artisan
Goblin. "Let"s ask Boffin – always follow the science."

So, they did. Boffin had to think about it for a long
time and then he did some experiments. 

***

At last the sleigh was ready and Mr and Mrs Christmas were
invited to inspect it. Mrs Christmas asked along her friends the
Tooth Fairy and Mrs Frost, Jack’s wife. Mr Green and Boffin
brought the new sleigh out of the workshop. The Artisan Goblin
wouldn’t  join them. He was very shy. There was the vehicle
with Floss and Woodridge already on board being pulled by the
pairs Dasher and Prancer,  Vixen and Cupid, and Donner and
Blitzen as usual. However right at the front all on his own was
Rudolph. 

"It  looks a bit  lopsided with  Rudolph,"  Mrs  Frost
told them.

"Ah! But!" explained Mr Green, "It needs Rudolph
to pull the extra weight."

"And there is another advantage", Boffin told them.
I have trained Rudolph to sniff out Covid just like dogs do and
I’ve adjusted his metabolism a little so that if he discovers any
his red nose lights up."

"Brilliant!" exclaimed Mrs Christmas.
"Better  than  the  Government  Track  and  Trace

system," said the Tooth Fairy, who was always a trifle cynical
about Government efforts. "This one works."

***

But then Mrs Christmas had another thought. "Claus dear, you
know you shouldn’t share food, don’t you?"

"What?" he shouted in exasperation. "I must drink at
least some of the brandy and eat the mince pies they leave out.
It’s part of the give and take of Christmas."

"Sorry," Audrey replied.
"I’ve an idea," said Boffin rushing inside his Lab.
"So  have  I,"  called  Woodridge.  They  each  came

back carrying something. Boffin had a large flask and a funnel.
Woodridge carried a large empty biscuit box.

"You  can  pour  the  brandy  into  this  and  bring  it
home."  Boffin  explained.  "The  children  will  think  you  have
drunk it."

"And, the mince pies," cried Woodridge, holding up
the tin. "We can all have a party when we get back."

Mrs Christmas nodded in agreement. 

***

And so, on Christmas evening Father Christmas set off. Floss
and Woodridge had loaded all the presents and checked that
the sanitizer tank was full. Floss held the Brandy flask and
Woodridge the biscuit tin. All the reindeer had been well fed
and Rudolph had been given an extra biscuit. As they rose into
the air, Claus waved to the others and they were away. After
they had gone Audrey turned on her laptop and Zoomed Mrs
Frost and the Tooth Fairy. They each had a bottle of wine and
a cake so that they could have a distanced party.  It  wasn’t
quite  like  normal  but  they  thoroughly  enjoyed  it  sitting  in
front of their own roaring fires. 

***

The  Christmas  present  run  went  largely  without  incident.
Father Christmas either went down the chimney in traditional
fashion or in apartment blocks used his magic to walk through
the walls.  Whenever  Rudolph’s nose lit  up they were extra
careful. If there was a chimney one of the elves lowered the
presents. The children could collect them from the hearth. If it
was an apartment Claus leaned carefully through the wall and
left  the  presents  without  going  inside.  The only  panic  was
when a fireplace had been blocked up and Claus temporarily
forgot that he could walk through walls. His shouting nearly
woke the children before the elves intervened. 

***

It wasn’t quite normal Christmas but it was a Christmas which
everyone could enjoy. 

"I do hope everyone gets some Christmas cheer in
these difficult times," Claus told the others.

"I expect they will," said Audrey.

Ends
……………………………………………………………

A Gamblers Crusade
By Donna McCabe

Down to his last cigarette
Feeling down on his luck

All washed out and wiped out
Waiting for the cards to be dealt

The tension was palpable
It could really be felt
On the turn of a card
His fortune was made

His tensions disappeared
On the turn of his spade

Coming out a winner
Like a knight he felt
Valiant, victorious

He'd won the gamblers crusade.
……………………………………………………………..

Lockdown misery
Confusing regulations
Respite for Christmas

By DJ Tyrer    



In and Out of Words
By Margaret Saine

My business is circumference.
Emily Dickinson

Realizing
that I live in words
Not with words
not beside
but inside them
words light and heavy
like pebbles polished by the river
cocoons of golden chrysalids
inevitable words
all around moving and
settling with 
a river’s patience

Words alighting
on the pages like doves
flowers in a garden
sheltered by comforting trees
that have all the answers
or almost all
that supply us with cradles
for our feelings
branched arms embracing us
and to boot
trees that supply the paper
that cradles our writing

Here I drink the wine 
thirty years after I bore children
and with delight I sink and slink 
into the garden of words

I write to remember
I write to forget
I submerge my eyes in the sea
travel to get away
travel to get home

……………………………………………………………...

Do They Know It's The End?
By Angelo Letizia

I wonder
If they know it's the end
No
They still pretend the sun cares
(it never did)
The sun is running on fumes now
Like an old jalopy 
Spilled oil
Coolant leak 
A wrench
A socket
Mechanic and watchmaker 
Cannot fix it
The gears of the solar system 
Rust and then grind 
Hopefully
Into a harmony of silence 
So I can sleep

Death In Venice
By Dave Austin

I am imprisoned
In The baroque heart
Of a sinking city:
Where madness drums
Through empty hope,
And obsession holds me
Like a pinioned moth
To a sick, inevitable fate.

Motes of darkness
Pervade a dusk of domes
Where I hide
In my ectoplasm of shadow,
And wade
Through congealing fear -
Over the bridge of sighs.

…………………………………………………………….….

Heroes of Execution Dock
By Matthew Wilson

I was at execution dock when they killed Kidd
That cold hearted pirate of great daring
Who ruled the western waves with an iron fist
And killed his crew instead of sharing.

In those black dead eyes I have seen his stories
Of buried jewels on foreign shores
When he was young and full of hate
Killing the king's men and bedding whores.

Such adventures are honey to a fan
An urchin seeking greatness from the street
So I joined the nearest docked ship
To gain my fins and wet my feet.

I am determined to sing the song of pirates
To shine as bright as Kidd had shone
But this Edward Teach shall not falter
And share the fate where he has gone.

………………..………………………………………………..

Digital Spy
By Donna McCabe

Life has become a digital spy
You can't move for being tracked
By a computing eye
Followed, monitored, 
By cameras everywhere
Watching, waiting
With their dead eye looking stare
A digital reality has come to pass
Your life no longer seems private
As it once did 
In the not so distant past
A digital world full of trackers and chips
Life will never be the same again
It drives me out of my wits.



The Vision Point
By Angelo Letizia

The systematic regression of life began. I watched daily life,
and I saw its cars and people. I saw its pieces. The sun was
just a yellow ball now. The sky was a blue tarp. From my
vision point, the world dissected itself. Seams were revealed.
The iron trees bore not fruit. The earth regressed into shapes
and lines.  

And then I realized, I was the cause. Something in
me had caused this reduction. I am the vision point, the one
with the ability to reduce the universe. Like the universe’s
fail-safe, an emergency measure created before time began
and passed on to me, somehow.  

My hand was motionless but it moved. The motion
was actually in front of me. The act of motion divorced itself
from  the  object-  like  a  motion  line  in  a  comic.  Earth’s
objects were dissected from their motion. What could work?
Gears and cogs didn’t turn but could only hope to chase an
invisible movement. Nobody else could see this dissection
of life.  I  alone stood in the vision spot,  a  spot where the
earth  is  unmasked  to  its  delicate  movements.  And  I
facilitated it. I did not see water but oxygen particles. Glass
was fire and sand. Emotions were electricity and chemicals.
A woman stood on the sidewalk. Her blood split right before
me  into  white  cells  and  red  cells  and  platelets  and  a
hemoglobin  masterpiece.  Bones  became  calcium.  I  saw
everything for  what  it  was.  Conversations became sounds
and decibels. God became an idea, which existed from the
first caveman’s thought.  

The  regression  continued  but  it  was  not  a
devolution. It was purification. We were going back to the
primeval  void  before  creation-  perhaps  to  start  again,  or
perhaps  just  to  stay  there.  Soundbites  and  pundits  now
echoed in this void. I could finally be free.

Daily life  was bled as  it  returned  to  nothingness.
And I am the fixed point between reality and the void, the
nothingness.  I  am  the  path.  Nothingness  never  died-  it
transformed into reality but now it reclaims its throne. 

But I stopped. I could not go through with it. My
children did not deserve this. So I turned the vision point on
myself. My body dissected and divorced itself and no one
noticed.  

I am the ghost in sunlight and garages now, never
noticed, left to live on for an eternity in a coffee mug.

Ends

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I Hear Your Voice
By Colin Ian Jeffery

      
I hear your voice 
Carried on the wind
Calling my name.
 
Memories of you
Inspire the heart
And death has not denied us.
 
Cancer overwhelmed you
And I walk on 
Hearing your voice.

Aging V
By Gary Beck

I can’t walk very fast
and everyone’s in a hurry,
always bumping into me.
Some people are real polite
and even say ‘excuse me’,
mostly New Yorkers,
tourists too busy
taking pictures with their phones.
No one uses cameras anymore.
I remember the old days
when we didn’t have portable phones.
If you wanted to make a call
you had to find a phone booth.
A lot of times the phone didn’t work.
Ha. Ha.
That used to make me mad,
specially when it was raining.
But I have my own phone now,
even though I have no one to call,
so it doesn’t matter
if a mugger robs it,
as long as he doesn’t hurt me.

……………………………………………………………..

One of Us is Missing
By Celine Rose Mariotti

 
When we sit down to eat
One of us is missing,
When we watch TV,
One of us is missing,
When we go out to a restaurant,
One of us is missing,
When we have company over,
One of us is missing,
Wherever we go now,
One of us is missing,
We hold him in our hearts,
We keep him in our minds,
We treasure him in our memories,
He was our Dad,
He was special,
We called him Skinny,
He always loved that,
He will always somehow be with us,
Even though now,
One of us is missing.

……………………………………………………………

The Green Man Sleeps
By Aeronwy Dafies

When the chill wind blows from the north
And a blanket of snow covers the land
The Green Man retreats from view
Awaiting the return of the glorious sun
To warm and waken the land
And remake the world brand new
Out of sight the Green Man sleeps
And rebirth in his sacred heart keeps
Until the appointed hour



Cartographers
By Margaret Saine

Y la poesía / de la pintura clara / y la sombría 
And the poetry / of painting / the clear and the dark

Rafael Alberti

Cartographers, an early poem
I lost after writing 

Cartographers mapping
Our daily routes and travels

Cartographers doubting
The horizon as do we

The blue of the Mediterranean
Subsuming the blue of the sky

The Blue Green Gallery 
Of Maps in the Vatican

Walls of a floating maritime world
Under the preposterous coffered ceiling

Cartographers mapping
Our daily routes and travels

Mapping the seen and perhaps the dream
Not mapping the invisible

Designing for us and imagining
Our way to the heavens
By crossing horizons

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Drunken Ignorance
By Donna McCabe

Down on her luck
Drink her only friend
The one thing she can count on
On which she can depend
She'll tell you it's not a problem
It's all under control
Then off the barstool
She'll crash and she'll roll
The glasses have got bigger
The shots have too
Any man can buy her a drink
Maybe take her home too
Her life's become a right mess
A drunken hazy dream
But she's not ready to listen
Not ready to confront drink’s pull
Just wants to pour another shot
Until her appetite's full.

………………………………………………………………

Winter snowfall white
Chilling the bones of the land
Until Spring's release

By Aeronwy Dafies   

Perfidy
By Gary Beck

The proxies of the wealthy
voted drastic tax cuts
that will swell bellies and coffers
of greedy corporations
that refuse to recognize
they are collaborating
in the decay of the nation,
removing funds for the elderly,
children’s dreams,
the promise of the future
ruthlessly eradicated
by the servants of power,
as servants throughout history
served their masters
at the expense of the people,
who couldn’t afford cake
and didn’t have enough bread
to nourish their families.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Epilog
By David C. Kopaska-Merkel

Earth shines on,
Silvery marble of love,
Protecting Luna from the dark
That goes on forever.

At the transparent dome 
Capping an obscure tunnel
Two suited hands entwine,
Crystal globes touch.

So beautiful, one says,
Just like you.
Of all your clone sibs,
By far the loveliest.

Meanwhile, Earth reflects
Her companion’s face,
Blind to the grinning man 
Dancing round her.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

You Raised Up My Soul
By Colin Ian Jeffery

You raised up my soul 
With your presence
And I soar with eagles.

You are my strength
Rock within stormy seas
Navigator to better times.

You made me strong
More than I could have been
Without your love to inspire.

Awen will return in February 2021.


